
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)

Between:

LWT Academy (LWT)
Kolkata

08062181172

And

Google Developer Student Clubs (GDSC) KIET

Subject: Collaboration for Sprinthacks2.0 Organized by GDSC KIET

Date: 9th April 2024

Preamble:

This Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) is made and entered into by and
between Let's Wing Together (LWT) and Google Developer Student Clubs (GDSC)
KIET, hereinafter referred to as "Parties", with the objective of collaborating for
Sprinthacks2.0, an event organized by GDSC KIET.

Scope of Collaboration:

Social Media Promotions:

 GDSC KIET agrees to conduct social media promotions for Sprinthacks2.0 on
platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Instagram. LWT will
support and participate in these promotions by sharing posts and spreading
awareness in their respective groups and networks.

Logo Placement:

 GDSC KIET will prominently display LWT's logo on the official website and
promotional materials of Sprinthacks2.0.

Gold Tier Benefits:

 GDSC KIET will provide LWT with gold tier benefits, which include enhanced
visibility, recognition, and branding opportunities during Sprinthacks2.0.



Data of Winners:

 GDSC KIET agrees to provide LWT with the data of the winners of
Sprinthacks2.0 for further recognition and acknowledgment.

Flight Tickets and Scholarships:

 LWT undertakes to provide flight tickets and scholarships to all the winners of
Sprinthacks2.0, facilitating their travel to Singapore and supporting their
educational endeavors.

Promotion in LWT Groups:

 LWT will actively promote Sprinthacks2.0 within its communities, groups, and
networks to encourage participation and engagement among its members.

Terms and Conditions:

 Both Parties agree to collaborate in good faith and work towards the success
of Sprinthacks2.0.

 Any changes or modifications to this MoU shall be made in writing and agreed
upon by both Parties.

 This MoU shall be effective from the date of signing by both Parties and shall
remain in force until the completion of Sprinthacks2.0.

Signatures:

Signed for and on behalf of LWT:

Vishal Kumar
Founder & CEO
12.04.2024

Signed for and on behalf of GDSC KIET:

[Signature]
[Name]
[Title]
[Date]


